Introduction
============

In recent years the existence of multiple stable states, bifurcations and thresholds in ecological systems has been a focus for ecologists, with examples in a variety of aquatic, marine and terrestrial systems (Scheffer *et al*., [@b15]). These empirical observations have been supported by conceptual and numerical models of how biotic and edaphic interactions may combine in complex systems to generate nonlinear dynamics and 'ecosystem surprises' (Scheffer *et al*., [@b14]). Such bifurcations have been observed in savannas, where the characteristic coexistence of trees and grasses in the landscape depends on climatic and edaphic constraints (primarily rainfall and soil hydrological characteristics), and their interactions with demographic constraints imposed by fire, herbivory and other factors that impact on woody recruitment and mortality (Sankaran *et al*., [@b13]). In particular, it seems clear that a positive feedback exists in savannas where grass fires reduce tree density and cover (by limiting seedling recruitment), releasing grass growth and leading to increased fire frequency or intensity. This positive feedback can drive a bifurcation between high woody cover--low fire savannas and low woody cover--high fire savannas and potentially delineate savanna and forest alternate stable states (Bond, [@b1]; Hanan *et al*., [@b4]; Hoffmann *et al*., [@b7]).

Recently, however, several authors \[Favier *et al*., [@b3], hereafter FA; Hirota *et al*., [@b6] (HH); Staver *et al*., [@b17] (SA); Murphy & Bowman, [@b10] (MB); Ratajczak & Nippert, [@b11] (RN)\], have attempted to quantify the prevalence of alternate stable states in the tropical savannas and forests of Africa, Australia and South America using a satellite-derived woody cover product (Hansen *et al*., [@b5]). An analysis for the boreal regions of North America and Eurasia employed similar methods \[Scheffer *et al*., [@b16] (SH)\]. While these studies make important contributions in attempting to identify stable states at regional and global scales, we wondered whether the statistical methodologies underlying the satellite tree-cover product may limit our ability to draw inferences regarding multiple stable states. In particular, the use of classification and regression tree (CART) methods may impose discontinuities in satellite tree-cover estimates not present in reality.

Here we use a simulated tree-cover dataset to show how CART methods may create discontinuities in predictions based on perfectly uniform data. We argue that, even if discontinuities and alternate stable states are present in reality, the error distributions introduced by CART methods confound our ability to infer the presence, location and intensity of these discontinuities. This highlights the need for ecologists to critically evaluate remote sensing-based products used to link process and pattern.

Inferring Stable States from Data
=================================

There is clear logic that the existence of multiple attractors (or 'basins of attraction') in ecosystem state-space can be inferred from the relative frequencies of ecosystem states observed in space or time (Fig. [1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). A system with only one stable state will exhibit a unimodal frequency distribution, where the mean approximates the attractor and variability around the mean is influenced by environmental variability and stochastic events such as fire, storms or droughts (Fig. [1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}a). In a single-attractor scenario, the location of the attractor in state-space can be inferred from the peak in the probability distribution. Conversely, rarely observed states indicate excursions from the stable attractor and high 'potential' (Livina *et al*., [@b8]) for movement towards the attractor (Fig. [1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}c). In systems with multiple attractors, environmental variability and perturbations may propel a system beyond a dynamic threshold from where it will trend towards a new stable state (Fig. [1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}b). In multiple-attractor scenarios, peaks in observed frequency distributions still provide evidence for the location of the attractors in state-space, while rarely observed and high-potential states can be used to infer thresholds between alternate attractors (Fig. [1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}d).

![Representations of unimodal (left) and multimodal (right) systems in ecosystem state-space. (a), (b) Frequency histograms of a state variable (e.g. the frequency of observations of particular tree cover values). (c), (d) 'Potential' (*U*) diagrams estimated using the approach of Livina *et al*., [@b8], where *U* ∼ --log(*p*~*d*~), and *p*~*d*~ is a Gaussian-kernel probability density of the associated histograms. 'Marbles' indicate the location of inferred stable attractors.](geb0023-0259-f1){#fig01}

While the logic represented in Fig. [1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} may be sound, our ability to infer stability landscapes in nature based on the frequency distributions of observed states may be limited when the 'observations' are actually model outputs with their own distinctive error distributions. Remote sensing-derived products, including those relating optical reflectance, thermal and microwave emissions to vegetation structure (leaf area index, tree cover, woody biomass) frequently employ empirical-statistical fits to a limited number of field observations. Before these products can be used for tertiary studies, it is important to evaluate the underlying structure of the models used, and their associated error distributions, because these characteristics may limit their use for ecological inference. We argue this is the case when attempting to infer multiple stable states using remote sensing 'data' produced using CART techniques because CART predictions, and thus error distributions, are inherently discontinuous.

A Test of Cart-Based Methods
============================

To demonstrate our contention that CART-based methods may lead to erroneous conclusions regarding discontinuities in tree cover we generated a random uniform 'pseudo-tree cover' dataset representing woody cover in Africa. First, we used long-term mean annual rainfall for Africa (Mitchell & Jones, [@b9]) and the empirical relationship of Sankaran *et al*. ([@b12]) to estimate maximum potential woody cover (τ′) at 10 km × 10 km spatial resolution (Fig. [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}a). Specifically, potential tree cover (τ′, %) was calculated from mean annual precipitation (*P*, mm year^--1^) as τ′ = 0.142*P* -- 14.2 (bounded 0 ≤ τ′ ≤ 90%). Pseudo-tree cover (τ, %) was then randomized as τ = τ′*R* where *R* is a uniformly distributed random number (0.0 ≤ *R* ≤ 1.0). This produced a continental pseudo-tree cover dataset (τ) that conforms to broad spatial variations in actual tree cover, but within which all pixels deviate by some random fraction below the biogeographical maxima (Fig. [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}b).

![Potential woody canopy cover percentage (τ′) in Africa estimated from the empirical relationship of Sankaran *et al*., [@b12] and mean annual rainfall (Mitchell & Jones, [@b9]) at *c*. 10 km spatial resolution (a). Data in (a) were reduced by a random factor (0--1.0) to create a uniformly distributed pseudo-tree cover (τ) database (b). A random 5% sample (*c*. 15 200 data-points) from (b) was used as a calibration set for a classification and regression tree (CART) analysis which was then used to generate new CART-based estimates for the whole continent (c).](geb0023-0259-f2){#fig02}

We used τ to generate a plausible set of 'pseudo-satellite metrics' analogous to the satellite data metrics used in Hansen *et al*. ([@b5]), with random noise added to better represent the diverse sources of noise and uncertainty present in real data (see [Methods S1 and Fig. S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in Supporting Information for details). We called the pseudo-satellite metrics 'peak greenness' (*N*, approximating the annual maximum normalized difference vegetation index), 'seasonal greenness amplitude' (Δ, the difference in greenness between wet season and dry season), 'mean growing season length' (*L*), minimum red reflectance (ρ~R~, at the time of maximum greenness) and mean summertime surface temperature (*T*, related to latitude and tree cover). This combination of pseudo-tree cover and pseudo-satellite data allowed us to emulate the broad approach used to generate the global tree-cover product and the subsequent analyses of RN, HH, SA, FA and SH.

To emulate the methodologies used in generating the global tree-cover product (Hansen *et al*., [@b5]) we: (1) randomly selected a 5% sample of pseudo-tree cover and pseudo-satellite metrics from terrestrial Africa as calibration data (*c*. 15,000 points); (2) modelled the relationship between tree cover and satellite data using a regression tree, with terminal nodes pruned using a cross-validation approach; (3) used linear regression to model the residuals in each regression tree terminal node to smooth nodes and improve the fit to the original data; and (4) applied the smoothed regression tree to produce new (CART-based) predictions of tree cover for all of Africa (Fig. [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}c). All analyses were conducted in R (available at <http://cran.r-project.org>) and associated statistical packages (see [Methods S2, Table S1 and Fig. S2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for a more detailed description).

To demonstrate the impact of CART-based interpolation techniques we contrast tree cover--rainfall relationships, tree-cover frequency histograms and potential diagrams (Livina *et al*., [@b8]), using the original random uniformly distributed tree cover and the CART-based estimates (Fig. [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). The regression tree produces mean tree-cover estimates in a number of terminal nodes, where the number of nodes is determined by the calibration data used to derive the tree, statistical thresholds for addition of branches, and selection of pruning methods. The within-terminal node regressions allow additional information content in the independent data (in our case, the pseudo-satellite metrics) to be used to reduce residuals between CART predictions and calibration data. However, while predictions are smoothed in this process, they remain centred on nodal means ([Fig. S2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Inherent discontinuities in CART predictions are not entirely removed. Thus in Fig. [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} we see that the CART-based tree-cover estimates (even after linear smoothing of residuals) result in a strongly non-uniform frequency distribution with respect to rainfall, where the original data vary continuously. Analysis of the potential diagrams (Fig. [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}c,f), using the polynomial approach of Livina *et al*. ([@b8]), indicates the presence of four distinct basins of attraction in the CART estimates, where the original data are characterized by a single broad basin reflecting the prominence of deserts and arid savannas in Africa.

![Tree cover (TC)--rainfall relationship (a), tree-cover frequency histogram (b) and 'potential' (c) drawn from a uniformly distributed pseudo-tree cover dataset (τ) for Africa, and similar relationships (d, e and f) following classification and regression-tree (CART) analysis. Figures (a)--(c) are based on the map shown in Fig. [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} (b), while (d)--(f) are based on the map shown in Fig. [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} (c). These analyses show how the CART-based abstraction of the uniformly distributed data has discontinuities in (d) and (e) not present in the original data (a) and (b). Using the method of Livina *et al*. ([@b8]) the CART data result in the identification of four distinct basins of attraction (marked with arrows) and associated bifurcation points (f) where the original data (c) reflect only the spatial dominance of deserts in the African land mass and a single basin. Note that this analysis using pseudo-data highlights how CART-based geospatial analyses may produce discontinuities: the analysis is not intended to duplicate actual patterns of tree cover in Africa.](geb0023-0259-f3){#fig03}

Conclusions: The Cart (May Be) Pulling the Horse
================================================

We agree with the hypotheses of FA, HH, SA and MB that fire and other processes in savannas may produce bifurcations and alternate stable states in tree density and cover, and with RN\'s contention that time-series data will improve our ability to distinguish these discontinuities. We also accept the premise that the presence of alternate states *should* be detectable in satellite images of terrestrial vegetation when collected at appropriate spatial scales and when using statistical transfer functions between raw spectral information and the measurement of interest (in this case, tree cover) that are continuous (rather than discontinuous). We conclude, however, although others may debate it, that satellite-based tree-cover analyses based on CART methods will, by their very nature, produce discontinuous tree-cover distributions, even if the 'true' distribution is uniform (Fig. [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, while state bifurcations may indeed be a feature of savannas, the statistical characteristics of CART predictions preclude subsequent inference of discontinuities and alternate stable states as attempted by FA, HH and SA in savannas, and SH in boreal forest and taiga.

We acknowledge that the satellite-derived 'vegetation continuous fields' (VCF) tree-cover product (Hansen *et al*., [@b5]) is a unique and important global product that has many potential applications in ecological and biogeographical research. Indeed we have used VCF to explore the broad patterns of tree cover in Africa (Bucini & Hanan, [@b2]). While we conclude that the error distributions of the VCF (Version 3) product may make it unsuitable for the diagnosis of alternate stable states in global vegetation, we also accept that no satellite products are perfect and that VCF may be a good choice for a variety of other applications. The more recent VCF products (Version 5; available through the USGS EROS data centre at <https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/>) are based on a larger calibration set and several methodological changes that appear to improve overall performance. The continued reliance on CART methods may, however, indicate the need for continued caution in the diagnosis of alternate states as discussed here.

More generally our conclusions should serve as a reminder to all users of geospatial and remote sensing data that the statistical and functional models used to estimate earth surface properties from remotely sensed radiances (whether from satellite or other platforms) may interact with subsequent ecological or biophysical interpretations and applications. The increasing availability of remote sensing data provides ecologists and biogeographers with new opportunities to link theory and observations at local, regional and global scales. Thus we must learn to work with the inevitable errors and occasional biases that are (and will always be) present in earth observation (EO) products. The trick is to recognize when non-random errors in EO products may interact with the needs of a specific ecological or biophysical application. The tree-cover analyses discussed here seem to provide an especially clear example where statistical artefacts in an EO product interact with the motives of the application and thereby bias the conclusions ('the CART pulling the horse'). We suspect, however, that interactions between the error distributions embedded in satellite data products and the models and assumptions underlying their ecological and biophysical applications may be commonplace. Our hope is that this paper will stimulate a more critical approach to the selection and application of geospatial data, and additional research into these intriguing issues, to ensure that the science remains firmly in the driver\'s seat and that the horse is, indeed, pulling the CART.
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**Methods S1** Approximation of pseudo-satellite metrics.

**Methods S2** Classification and regression tree analysis and comparisons with 'vegetation continuous fields' methods.

**Figure S1** Example of the pseudo-data sets used for classification and regression tree analysis, showing 305 175 pixel values representing pseudo-tree cover plotted against mean annual rainfall, and the five pseudo-satellite responses, across continental Africa at *c*. 10 km spatial resolution.

**Figure S2** Example classification and regression tree (CART) predictions for the sample data (*c*. 15 200 points, left column) and applied to all Africa (*c*. 305 000 points, right column), showing CART-nodes before residual smoothing (upper row) and post-residual smoothing (lower column).

**Table S1** Comparison of accuracy assessments (root mean square error, %) provided for the MODIS VCF (Version 3) tree cover with similar statistics derived here.
